As per the Literature Review concerned to the topic of study done by researcher –

There are also separate studies done on Construction of Hospital, Hospital Design, Hospital Bio Medi...

All the point is directly come to a single point that the effective Hospital Planning, India is a second lar...

Total expenses of its comprises of 5.25% of total GDP. This increase the planning of healthcare indust...

Thus the possible gaps are for a hospital is proper planning of hospital building, structure, manage...

1. To study the relationship of conceptual framework & feasibility analysis of Hospital Planning.

2. To i...

5. To identify the different factors of basic planning for a fresh startup of private hospital.

7. The final objective is to suggest direct optimum plan / guidelines for opening a Private Hospital with...

The alternative hypothesis and the null hypothesis are the two rival hypotheses which are compared b...

Ha1 There is a relationship between the conceptual framework and feasibility analysis for Hospital Pla...

Ha3 There is a need for Flexible Hospital Design at the time of Hospital Planning. The research is goi...

The total number of Private Hospital in Kanpur under study is called the population.